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Lorentz Invariance Breaking and CPT Violation in String Field Theory (SFT)

There are solutions in SFT where vector and/or tensor fields acquire non-
vanishing vacuum expectation values

� Lorentz invariance breaking� CPT Violation

Bosonic SFT static potential has the following form:
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� and� denote generic scalar and tensor fields, indices��� represent
the set of Lorentz tensor indices,��

�� and� �
�� are the scalar and tensor

mass-squared matrices while������� , ������� , ������� are coupling constants.

For instance, expanding the string field in terms of tachyon	 , vector�	

and tensor fields in the Siegel-Feynman gauge, one obtains:
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� and � being order one constants and� the on-shell three-tachyon
coupling.



The vacuum of this model is clearly unstable and this instability gives
origin to a mass-squared term to the vector field which is proportional to
�	�.

If �	� is negative, then Lorentz symmetry itself is spontaneously broken.

Non-trivial solutions of bosonic SFT have been found numerically that
are:

- Lorentz invariant

- Lorentz non-invariant !

- CPT violating !

[Kostelecḱy and Samuel 1989; Kostelecký and Potting 1996]



The Braneworld Scenario

Spontaneous violation of Lorentz invariance can also arise in the scenario
where our world is wrapped in a brane and this is let to move.

- SM particles lie on the brane,���, embedded in spacetime with large
compact extra dimensions, whereas gravity propagates in bulk

- The tilted brane induces rotational and Lorentz non-invariant terms in the
four-dimensional effective theory as brane-Goldstones couple to all parti-
cles on the brane via an induced metric. This will lead to operators of the
form:
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which are Lorentz-violating.

[Dvali and Shifman 1999]



Observational Constraints

CPT Violation �� � ��� system
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CPT violating effects, if present, are suppressed by powers of�

��

Future Tests:

� � �� and� systems[Colladay and Kostelecḱy 1995]

Difference in the anomalous magnetic moments of electrons and positrons

[Bluhm, Kostelecḱy and Russell 1997]

Lorentz Invariance Breaking

- Time dependence of the quadrupole splitting of nuclear levels along
Earth�s orbit.

Anisotropy of inertia �Æ� �� ��� � 	
��� �� �

� Æ������� � 	��
�����

� � 		 � �� 	
���

[Lamoreaux et al. 1986]

- Extension of Electrodynamics
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Absence of polarization of light from distant galaxies after removing the
rotation due to Faraday effect implies:

� � 	
���  ��

[Carroll, Field, Jackiw 1990]

- Millisecond pulsars 	��	 � �
�� 	
���

[Bell, Damour 1996]

- PSR J2317+1439 	��	 � �� 	
��

[Will 1998]

- Anomalous torques in the Sun 	��	 � � 	
��

[Nordtvedt 1987]

- Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays �� � 	
�� �� � Æ������� �� 	
��	

[Coleman and Glashow 1997, 1998
Gonzales-Mestres 1999
O.B., C. Carvalho 2000]



Implications

CPT Violation Thermodynamical Baryogenesis Scenario

[O.B., Colladay, Kostelecḱy and Potting 1997]

Lorentz Invariance Breaking

- New tensor type (invisible) interaction with! � 	
�� � � �� � 

�

[O.B. 1997]

- Breaking of the conformal symmetry of electrodynamics due to terms
in the low-energy string induced static potential such as
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(") These terms together withinflationgive rise to seed magnetic fields (��� )
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Non-linear dynamics � Contraction of Cosmic Plasma

����  	
�
  

[O.B. and Mota 1999]



Lorentz-violating Extension of the Standard Model

[Colladay, Kostelecḱy 1997, 1998]

In order to extend the SM to allow for Lorentz symmetry violating effects
while keeping power counting renormalizability and gauge invariance one
should consider the most general quadratic hermitian Lagrangian density
for spin-�

� fermions and gauge fields. The fermionic sector is, up to opera-
tors of mass dimension four or less, given by:
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where coefficients#	 end$	 have dimensions of mass,�	
 and&	
 are
dimensionless, and'	
 has dimension of mass and is anti-symmetric.

The Langrangian density of the fermionic sector including Lorentz-violating
terms reads:
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The related Dirac-type eq. is given by
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After squaring (twice) the Dirac eq. in order to obtain the corresponding
Klein-Gordon eq. one finds that off-diagonal terms are higher than second
order and after dropping'	
 that
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or in the momentum space
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Hence, the dispersion relation arising from the Lorentz-violating exten-
sion of the SM is the following:
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Finally, considering for simplicity the scenario where coefficients#	, $	,
�	
 and&	
 are time-like, it follows that

�	�
	 ��� � ������� � �#� � ��$ � &�����

where we have dropped the component index of coefficients# and$.



Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin cut-off

Propagation of ultra-high energy nucleons is constrained by the interac-
tion with photons of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation.
Therefore nucleons with energies above� � 	
�� �� are unable to reach
Earth from further than�
� 	

���.

[Greisen 1966; Zatsepin, Kuzmin 1966]

However, about 10 events with energies above the GZK cut-off have been
observed by different collaborations.

[Lawrence et al., (Haverah Park Collab.) 1991
Efimov et al., (Yakutsk Collab.), 1991
Bird et al., (Fly’s Eye Collab.), 1993

Hayashida et al., (AGASA Collab.) 1994]

It has been suggested that violations of Lorentz invariance could cause
energy-dependent effects which would suppress processes that are at the
core of the GZK cut-off.

[Coleman, Glashow 1997, 1998]

Considering for instance, the resonant scattering reaction:

� � ���� � �����

a modification in the dispersion relation so that a maximal attainable ve-
locity is assigned to each particle#, that is
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implies that in a head-on impact of a proton of energy� with a CMB
photon of energy), the likelihood of� production is determined by the
condition
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The term proportional to�� � �" is clearly Lorentz-violating and if it
exceeds the critical value
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the resonant scattering of� is forbiddenand the GZK cut-offrelaxed.

For CMB photons,� � �
���, and)� � +� � �
��� 	
�� �� :
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Similar conclusions can be drawn from the dispersion relation for the
Lorentz-violating extension of the SM. In the proton frame of reference the
condition for creation of a� is�)�� � ���	������ ���!! � ���	�������
and therefore
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Finally, comparing with the result of Coleman and Glashow we get after
dropping# (a CPT-odd term):
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[O.B., Carvalho 1999]



Astrophysical test of Lorentz Invariance

For massless particles or in the limit where� �� ��� it is clear from
the generalized dispersion relation that the leading contributions to Lorentz
violation are given by��� and&��. Hence the propagation velocity of sig-
nals carried by different particles will be given by� � � � �	� ���� � &�����.
It follows that the delay in the time of arrival of signals from a source at
distance,�, will be given by:

�,  �
�
����� � &���� � ���� � &�����

A particularly interesting choice would involve gamma-ray flares from
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) or Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRB) and the re-
lated emission of neutrinos

Notice that�, is energy independent, but it has a dependence on the chi-
rality of the particles involved

[O.B., Carvalho 2000]

Gamma-ray flares emitted by AGN and GRB have already been con-
sidered on their own with the conclusion, however, that time delays are
energy-dependent

[Amelino-Camelia et al. 1998; Biller et al. 1998; Ellis et al. 2000]



Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR)

If � �* � 	
�� �� � ���#�$� �� �
� 	

���

[Hill, Schramm, Walker 1987]

Possible Sources:Hillas’ criteria for acceleration over a distance- and a
magnetic field��

��� � �.��/ �-�����
��� - energy in units of	
�� �� ; � - velocity relative to� of the shock

wave;. - atomic number

[Hillas 1984]

Viable Sources:Neutron Stars, AGNs, GRBs; Clusters of Galaxies

[Hillas 1984; Cronin 1999]

Suggestion:Compact radio-loud quasars

[Farrar, Biermann 1999; Farrar, Piran 2000]

Difficulties

Flux Argument:�%&��' ** ���#�$�(

��'� �� �� 	
�� �� ���� 0�� 01�� � 	
�� �%&��'

[Dar 2000]

Lack of spatial correlations between UHECR and

Large scale structure

[Waxman, Fisher, Piran 1997]

Large redshift sources

[Sigl, Torres, Anchordoqui, Romero 2000]



Diffuse Extragalactic Gamma-Ray Background Radiation

Absortion of gamma-ray with energies higher than	
 ��� by the diffuse
extragalactic background radiation leads, due to pair creation, to strong
attenuation of fluxes produced beyond	

���.

[Mohanty, Aharonian 1997]
[Protheroe, Meyer 2000]

Celestial��� gamma-ray sources:Crab, PSR 1706-44, Markarian 421
(2 � 


�	), Markarian 501(2 � 


��,�  	�����). Other candidates
include GRBswhose origin is cosmological (e.g.GRB9901123(z = 1.60)
andGRB9712214(z = 3.4)).

[Aharonian 1999]
[Krennrich et al. 2001]

Why does the Universe seem to be transparent to��� photons ?

- 3-Deformed Poincaŕe Algebra: quantum deformation of-dimensional
Poincaŕe group due to time discretization (3 ��� ):
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[Lukierski, Ruegg, Zakrzewski 1995]

- Quantum Gravity (?) photon dispersion relation:
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with �)� � 	
�
  �� and6 � ��	� ���)��.

[Amelino-Camelia et al. 1998]



Pion Stability in Extensive Air Showers

Longitudinal development of high energy hadronic particles in extensive
air showers seems to be inconsistent with predictions

[Antonov et al. 2001]

A possible explanation can be found by making, through a modified dis-
persion relation, high energy neutral pions to become stable. A well dis-
cussed proposal is the following (+ � 7�	�):
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in which new physical effects are felt at
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for electrons, pions and protons, respectively.

[Amelino-Camelia 2001]
[Alfaro, Morales-T́ecotl, Urrutia 1999]

[Konopka, Major 2002]



What is the Equation of State of the Universe ?

Study recently discovered distant Type Ia Supernovae with2 � 

�� indi-
cates that the deceleration parameter

8� � ��# #

�#�
�

where#�,� is the scale factor, is negative

�	 � 8� � 
 


[Permutter et al. 1998; Riess et al. 1999]

For an homogeneous and isotropic expanding geometry driven by the vac-
uum energy,�� and matter�� with Eqs. of state of the form

� � )9 � 	 � ) � 	 �

it follows from the Friedmann and Raychaudhuri Eqs.
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A negative8� suggests that adark energy, an “invisible” smoothly dis-
tributed energy density, is the dominant component. This energy density
can have its origin either on a non-vanishingcosmological constant, �, on
a dynamical vacuum energy,“quintessence”, �) ()) � �	��), or on an
exotic equation of state, the so-called generalized Chaplygin gas:

� � ��
9�
�

with 
 � � � 	 and� a positive constant.
� Covariant conservation of the energy-momentum tensor within the

framework of a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology,
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where' #�#, leads to the realtionship
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where� is an integration constant.
� Smooth interpolation between a dust dominated phase where,9 �
�#��, and a De Sitter phase where�  �9, through an intermediate

regime described by the equation of state for“soft” matter,� � �9.

[Kamenshchik, Moschella, Pasquier 2001]
[Bento, O.B., Sen 2002; 2003]

� Intermediate regime between the dust dominated phase and the De Sitter
phase:
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which corresponds to a mixture of vacuum energy density�
�

��� and matter
described by the “soft” equation of state:
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Treatment of the Generalized Chaplygin Gas as a complex scalar field
with small inhomogeneities allows for anunification of dark matter and
dark energy !.

� Density perturbations evolve qualitatively as in�CDM as shown on the
Figures

� Study of the effect on the position of the acoustic peaks in the Cosmic
Microwave Background Radiation reveals quite interesting constraints to
the paprameters of the model���� ��



What is the Origin of the Pioneer Anomaly ?

Analyses of radiometric data from the Pioneer 10/11, Galileo and Ulysses
has revealed the existence of an anomalous acceleration on all four space-
craft, inbound to the Sun and with a (constant) magnitude:

#�  ��
�� 	
��� 	
��� �0��

Attempts to explain this phenomena as a result of poor accounting of ther-
mal and mechanical effects, as well as errors in the tracking algorithms
used, have shown to be unsuccessful.

[Anderson, Laing, Lau, Liu, Nieto, Turyshev 1998]

Difference in the trajectories - opposite hyperbolic away from the Solar
Systemfor for thePioneers 10/11and closed for Galileo and Ulysses - to-
gether with the difference in designs explains the lack of anengineering
explanation

What is the origin of the this anomalous acceleration ?
Many proposals have been advanced:
- New Yukawa-type interaction of Nature

� �1� � � � �� ��

1
�	 � �	 �

���*�� �

where1 � 	�1���1�	 is the distance between the masses, � is the gravita-
tional coupling at1 ��, and�	  	
�� and!	  �� 	
�� � � �

 �: .

[Anderson, Laing, Lau, Liu, Nieto, Turyshev 1998, 2002]

- Scalar-tensor theory of gravity

[Calchi Novati, Capozziello, Lambiase 2000]

- Interaction with “mirror gas” or “mirror dust” in the Solar System

[Foot, Volkas 2001]

- ...

- Rosen’s Bimetric Theory



[O.B., Ṕaramos 2003]

Main features: Spacetime is endowed with a non-dynamic metric;	
 -
usually Riemann flat or with constant curvature - and a dynamical metric
�	
.
The dynamics of is described by the action
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where the vertical line	 denotes covariant derivation with respect to the
background metric;	
, and
� is the matter Lagrangian density. The
equation for the dynamical gravitational field is given by:

��	
 � ���;+Æ�	��+�
��+ � �	�< ���;������	
 � 	

�
�	
� � �

where� � �	
�	
 and � is the D’Alembertian operator with respect to
;	
. Note that the momentum-energy tensor couples only to the dynamical
metric�	
.
One can choose coordinates in which�;	
� � &%#���	� 	� 	� 	� and��	
� �
&%#������ ��� ��� ���, where�� and �� are parameters that may vary on a
Hubble'�� timescale.

[Rosen 1973]

The theory is semiconservative (angular momentum is not conserved) and
explicitly breaks Lorentz invariance (�� � ����� � 	 �� 
) !

Parametrized Post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism

��� � �	 � �: � ��: � � 
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where



: � �� �
 �

1
�

�6 is coordinate velocity of matter and�� is the velocity of the PPN coor-
dinate system relative to a preferred frame (“mean rest frame of the uni-
verse”)

General Relativity
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Rosen’s Bimetric Theory
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Linearizing Eq. for the dynamical metric in the vacuum, one obtains the
wave equations for weak gravitational waves, whose solution is a wave
propagating with speed�, �

�
�����.

Study of deviations between the Sun’s spin axis and the ecliptic leads to
the observational constraint:

	��	 � 	
�� 	
��

[Nordtvedt 1987]

Pioneer anomaly: timelike geodesics in a bimetric spacetime
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In the Newtonian limit,6 � �:
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For a diagonal metric5	
 � ;	
 � �	
, the acceleration is given by
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In the case of a very weak central gravitational field, such as in the Solar
System, the background metric is not flat, but given (in cartesian coordi-
nates with the Sun in the origin) by

��	
� � &%#���	� �:� 	� 	� 	�

where:�1� � � ���1 � �@�1 is the gravitational potential. Hence
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where from which one can identify the radial anomalous component of

the acceleration:

�#� � �����: � �	� ���
�

�����

It can be seen that, if�� and�� are homogeneous in space, the derived
anomalous acceleration is not constant, which seems to contradict the ob-
servation. Therefore, we assume these parameters depend on the distance
to the Sun, that is,�� � ���1�  �� � ���1� given the constraint on��.
Simple solution:

�� � � 1 � �� � � 1

Thus, we find
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In geometric units (� �  � 	), 	#�	 � 	
� � 	
��	 �:��  �
� �
	
��� �0��, and hence� � �� 	
��	 �:�� as@ �  �� � 	
�� �: . It
is easy to see that the distance-dependent contributions to#� are negligible
for 1 lying in the interval

��@����� � ��� 	
�� �: � 	��� 	
�	�: �

Hence, an hypothetical dedicated probe to confirm the Pioneer anomaly
does not need to venture into too deep space to detect such an anomalous



acceleration, but just to a distance where it is measurable against the reg-
ular acceleration and the solar radiative pressure, actually approximately
from Jupiter onwards.

[O.B., Tajmar 2002]
[Anderson, Nieto, Turyshev 2002]



CPT Theorem

Any field theory is invariant under the@A� operation

[L üders 1954; Pauli 1957; Dyson 1958; Streater and Wightman 1968]

Provided the following assumptions are satisfied:

- Lorentz invariance

- Local field theory (finite number of derivative interactions)

- Hermitian Lagrangian density

- Spin-statistics relationship



Figure 1: Cosmological evolution of a universe described by a generalized Chaplygin gas equation of state.

Figure 2: Density contrast for different values of�, as compared with�CDM.
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Figure 3: Dependence of the position of the CMBR first peak,��, as a function of� for different values of�� . Also shown are
the observational bounds on�� from BOOMERANG (dashed lines), and Archeops (full lines).

Figure 4: Dependence of the position of the CMBR third peak,� �, as a function of� for different values of�� . Also shown are
the observational bounds on�� (dashed lines).
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Figure 5: Contours in the (�, ��) plane arising from Archeops constraints on�� (full contour) and BOOMERANG constraints
on �� (dashed contour), supernova and APM����	 � ���� object. The allowed region of the model parameters lies in the
intersection between these regions.
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Figure 6: Example of a Trajectory Simulation.
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